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UNDERGROUND PIPEWORK
Maxair® pipe is ideal for underground installation with its high
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HEAT SOURCES AND EXTERIOR PIPEWORK
Care is needed to avoid unplanned overheating of the system. Air compressors will produce air which may
be considerably above ambient temperature. For air-cooled compressors without dryers, conveyed air
averages 15°C above ambient temperatures.
Industry best practice of shielding equipment and pipework from direct heat sources should be adopted
to prevent excessive heat buildup. In the event that pipe is exposed to direct sunlight a surface layer forms
overtime, creating a barrier which impedes further effects. As with all plastic pipe systems exposed to direct
UV there may be some reduction of impact resistance over time; however longevity and pressure rating of
the pipe system are not affected by UV rays.
In addition, compounds used in the manufacture of Maxair® pipes and fittings meet the UV exposure
requirements of AS/NZS 4131 and ISO Standards applicable to gas and water pipes. These requirements,
whilst having only temporary exposure in mind, ensure that UV protection is optimised for Maxair® pipes
and fittings.

Expansion/Contraction in mm/m

THERMAL EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION

The coefficient
of the thermal
expansion and
contraction
of Maxair® PE
100 pipe may
be taken as
0.18 mm per
metre per °C.

Change in pipe temperature °C

If pipework is to be subjected to thermal temperature change, expansion and contraction needs to be
considered during installation. Generally movement can be absorbed on changes of direction, elbows, etc.
but on longer lengths the recommended installation principles as set out below should be adhered to.
This movement is virtually eliminated in constant temperature areas.

Permissible Working Pressure

Operating
Temperature °C

Design life
years

Bar

kpa

psi

-20° to 20°

50

16

1600

235

30°

50

14.1

1410

205

40°

50

12

1200

175

50°

50

10.2

1020

150

60°

50

8.8

880

130

Above ratings are at safety factor of 2:1
Fluid at 20°

50

25

2500

360

For fluids other than compressed gases, the safety factor is 1.25:1
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SHORT TERM TEMPERATURE
RISES
Temperatures quoted relate to
constant temperature over a
period of 50 years, rather than
short term peak temperatures.
Maxair® PE 100 can safely handle
short term peaks in compressed
air temperature up to 95°C.
Circumstances vary and each high
temperature application should
be checked with the Technical
Department.
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EXPANSION LOOPS
Expansion loops are
recommended at intervals of
approx. 30-40m on long runs.
Suggested leg lengths are as per
table.
It is general practice for loops
up to 63mm to span between
purlins. Space constraints may
also need to be considered.
Please contact our technical
department for accurate sizing if
required.

Pipe
Diameter
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Min Leg Ls
(metres)

20

0.5

32

0.6

32

0.7

40

0.9

50

1.0

63

1.2

90

1.8

110

2.0
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